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1. Introduction

More people appreciate the importance of global sustainability. This is evidenced by a growing
number of quantitative studies investigating the connection between climate change and human
societies. Given this background, the Atmosphere Special Issue “Climate Change, Climatic Extremes,
and Human Societies in the Past” aims to highlight the major aspects of the climate–society nexus in
ancient and recent human history. There are eight papers in this Special Issue based on quantitative
approaches which illustrate different forms of the climate–society nexus in ancient (two papers),
historical (three papers), and contemporary periods (three papers).

2. Temporal Coverage of this Special Issue

2.1. Ancient Periods

Regarding ancient periods, the interconnection among climate, agriculture, and human societies
is assessed. Li et al. [1] review archaeobotanical evidence from Neolithic sites in China and show that
rice was primarily cultivated in the Yangtze River valley and its southern edge, while millet cultivation
occurred in northern China circa 9000–7000 BP. Millet- and rice-based agriculture intensified and
expanded during 7000–5000 BP. In 5000–4000 BP, rice agriculture continued to develop in the Yangtze
River valley, and millet cultivation moved gradually westwards. Meanwhile, mixed agriculture based
on both millet and rice developed along the border between the North and South. Climate-induced
changes in vegetation and the environment played a significant role in agricultural development from
7000–6000 BP, while precipitation was crucial in shaping the distinct regional patterns of Chinese
agriculture from 6000–4000 BP.

While climate and agriculture were closely connected in ancient times, the social dynamics
in human societies were also thought important, significantly mediating the climate–agriculture
connection. Wang et al. [2] base their paper on the human bone fragments obtained from the site of
Xiaohucun, dated to the late Shang Dynasty (ca. 1250–1046 BC) in China, together with the isotopic
analysis of collagen, to illustrate the connections between social status and diet. Those elite members
probably consumed more animal protein such as horses, pigs, donkeys, and sheep/goats than the
common people in the late Shang Dynasty.

2.2. Historical Periods

Regarding historical periods, various positive checks such as wars, famines, and epidemics are
examined in this Special Issue. The common theme of the associated papers is to reveal the non-linear
and complex relationship between climate change and the positive checks in historical China and
pre-industrial Europe. Zhang et al. [3] employ Emerging Hot Spot Analysis to examine war hot spots
in China from 1–1911. They show that war hot spots were generally located in the Loess Plateau and
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the North China Plain during warm and wet periods, but in the Central Plain, the Jianghuai area,
and the lower reaches of the Yangtze River during cold and dry periods. Furthermore, the hot spots for
agri-nomadic warfare had the abovementioned trends, while rebellion hot spots expanded outward
during warm and wet phases and compressed inward during cold and dry phases.

Zhai et al. [4] investigate the social responses to the North China Famine of 1876–1879, which was
brought on by extreme drought. They show that famine-related migration tended to be spontaneous
and short-distanced, with the flow mainly spreading to the surrounding areas and towns. Furthermore,
relief-money and grain from the non-disaster areas were allocated to the disaster areas. Yet, such state
administrated intervention disrupted the equilibrium of food markets in non-disaster regions, resulting
in food price fluctuations there.

Yue and Lee [5] examine the relative impact of the direct and indirect impacts of climate change
on plague outbreaks in Europe between 1347–1760 using Structural Equation Models. They found that
all of the climatic impacts on plague outbreaks were indirect and were materialized through economic
changes. They further demonstrated that temperature-induced economic changes triggered plague
outbreaks in cold and wet periods, while precipitation-induced economic changes induced plague
outbreaks in cold periods.

2.3. Contemporary Periods

Over more recent times, the papers in this Special Issue focus on weather-related phenomena
which significantly affect human societies. The non-linear dynamics of those phenomena are also
highlighted. The associated findings can help human societies to mitigate the adverse impacts of
weather extremes better. Xiang et al. [6] base their paper on summer precipitation data and 130
circulation indexes of 34 national meteorological stations in Chongqing spanning 1961–2010, together
with the decision tree and the stochastic forest algorithm, to build a new multi-factor model for summer
precipitation in Chongqing. Moreover, the model is tested with precipitation data from 2011–2018.
Results show that the new model outperforms previous single-factor models.

Zhou et al. [7] use temperature data over 1980–2012 together with the Correlation Dimension
method to analyze the temperature dynamics in the Yangtze River Delta in China. They find that the
temperature rose by 1.53 ◦C over this period and the temperature rose the fastest in densely populated
urban areas. However, the temperature dynamics were more complicated in the sparsely populated
areas when compared to densely populated urban areas. Moreover, the complexity of temperature
dynamics increased along with the increase in temporal scale. Lastly, the interaction between economic
activity and urban density had the most substantial influence on temperature.

Yuan et al. [8] investigate the coupling between soil moisture and air temperature over China
spanning from 1980–2013 using an energy-based diagnostic process. They show that the soil
moisture–temperature coupling is the highest in the transition zones between wet and dry climates
(e.g., north-eastern China and part of the Tibetan Plateau). Furthermore, the coupling is stronger in
spring, and varies greatly in different seasons over different climatic zones. The heatwaves of 2009 in
North China and 2013 in Southeast China further reveal that regions having low soil moisture may
enhance heat anomalies, which further strengthens the coupling between soil moisture and temperature.

3. Conclusions

In summary, this Special Issue contributes theoretical and methodological analyses of the
climate—society nexus. However, the conceptualization of the climate–society nexus is not a binary
one. The nexus should be contextualized, while interdisciplinary collaboration should be further
sought for addressing the topic [9,10]. It is also worth noting that the climate–society nexus is also
dependent on temporal and spatial scales, and research findings will be determined by the length of
the study time span and the size of the study area [11–13]. The aim of this Special Issue is to facilitate a
more fruitful discussion about the climate–society nexus.
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